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Matthew Robbins, Martha Stewartâ€™s right-hand wedding expert, approaches each wedding

design with an object that the couple finds meaningful, and in this inspirational guide, he shows you

how to do the same. In Matthew Robbinsâ€™ Inspired Weddings, Matthew will walk brides through

his process of transforming the special into the spectacular by choosing nine objects around which

to base a wedding design. Along the way, he will share insider tips and industry secrets that make

the difference, allowing every reader to feel that she has imbued her wedding with a bit of Matthew

Robbinsâ€™ wedding magic.
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I was lucky enough to hire Matthew to design my wedding nine years ago. He is approachable and

lovely, his work fresh and relevant. This book is a representation of who Matthew is: a designer who

cares enough to capture sentiment and generous enough to break down his approach to motivate

the inner designer in everyone around him. 'Inspired Weddings' is chock full of gorgeous images

and simple ideas. I highly recommend it!

Matthew Robbins' Inspired Weddings is not only a how to in creating beautiful weddings, but

beautiful living. Even if you're not planning a wedding, just integrating the creative ideas into a

luncheon with friends or a formal dinner will impress your guest. The photography is fabulous and

this book would be a lovely addition to any coffee table book collection.

My mother bought me this book after we both saw the article in Bridal guide a few weeks ago. Mr.



Robbins has created a collection of fun and unique themes with out being over the top. I love the

wedding inspired by the Portuguese bead as well as the vintage map. If nothing else it is a fun to

look through especially if you are looking for floral arrangements.

I have known Matthew Robbins personally for a few years in the event business in New York City,

when I recently received his book as a gift for the holidays. All I can say is georgous! The photos are

truly beautiful and his personality and vision certainly come through in the pages.Congratulaions

Matthew -- I know many brides-to-be will be delighted with their purchase!

I received this book for Christmas and it is absolutely gorgeous! Every time I look through it, I see

something new that I missed from the last time I looked at it. Each idea was clearly well thought and

I love that all of the details are explained. As a floral designer for weddings and special events, I am

always looking for new ideas and Robbins' book doesn't disappoint! I can also see where many of

the ideas translate easily to my own personal dinner parties. Thank you for such an inspiring book!

I like that this book showed some unique and interesting ideas paired with sophisticated color

palettes, but, I felt that each inspired item that was the focus of each excerpt was so far removed

from a wedding reception that the book really should've incorporated more imagery to evoke

inspiration in the reader. There were many pages that referenced what the author did here....or what

the author used here.....but I didn't see a photo to reference for several pages and the images were

very small.I don't think I would necessarily replicate any of these ideas but I do think that the next

time I come across an item that really inspires me I would refer back to the process which the author

used to break down an items elements and translate them into decor/events

Matthew Robbins Inspired Weddings is a fabulous gift idea for your girlfriend, sister or co-worker

that just got engaged. It is also a perfect coffee table book! It is filled with inspirational ideas, that

are sure to get their creative juices flowing, when they are starting their wedding planning. The book

makes you look at things, like family heirlooms in ways you never looked at them before and sparks

the imagination on how to incorporate that special piece into your "Big Day"! I highly recommend

this book. It is beautiful inside and out!!

This book is filled with beautiful photos and wonderful ideas. it would help anyone planning for that

special day or just an evening with friends. I highly recommend this book.
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